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roots of modern mormonism is complex and insightful in-
novative and challenging and troubling this attempt to analyze
mormonism from the perspective of cultural ecology is the first major
study on mormonism in a number of years to come from a nationally
recognized scholar outside the church and one of the few studies on
mormonism to employ anthropological field techniques dr leone
applies understanding of the church gained from temporary
residence and study in the little colorado river area in south central
arizona to reveal several fundamental characteristics about post
pioneer mormonism his basic thesis is that mormonism is fun-
damentallyda dynamic pragmatic and relativistic and that its successful
and radical adaptation to the twentieth century is a function of an
essentially individualistic ideology examining how tithing stake
conferences church courts and testimonies have allowed mormonscormons to
adapt to changing conditions in the world around them leone con-
cludes that mormonism maintains an appearance of authority stabili-
ty and confidence primarily by discouraging the development of pro-
fessionalfessional theologians and historians from among its ranks who would
identify contradictions in its doctrines and significant alterations in its
practices As a result mormonscormons wear theological and historical
blinders to protect themselves from the realization that they have
become not the kingdom of god as they originally intended but
only one of many religious minorities in the united states in short
mormonismsMormonisms adaptability is a function of its deceptiveness making
the saints think they are working for god when the church in prac-
tice is subject to mammon

before such a critique of mormonism could be accepted several
elements of the analysis must be clarified or corrected first of all in
his effort to make a point leone commits some glaring errors con-
sider for example the following the nineteenth century regarded
mormonism as the perfect american religion and a microcosm of
america p vi church leaders in the twentieth century
I1 I1 separated the church as an institution from the welfare of its
people p 163165 and most mormonscormonsMormons especially older ones
can report virtually nothing about the past p 209 these
statements fly in the face of some of the most well documented
aspects of mormon history and culture
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furthermore obvious internal contradictions detract from the
analysis on successive pages leone declares mormon society does
not suffer from the old age problem as much as the rest of the coun-
try does and mormon elderly are displaced like the elderly
everywhere appp 178 79 consider also mormonscormonsMormons bestow
most of the meaning in their lives within the institutional framework
of mormonism and mormonscormonsMormons create their own theology and
philosophy in the literal sense they do their own thinking
p 168 finally whenever mormonscormons get together they are invited

to talk about all aspects of their faith and church and they do so
without a structure which actively prescribes the right answer to any
question and sunday school for the children corresponds to the
divisions of grade school with the teacher trying to elicit spon-
taneoustaneous extemporaneous responses that nonetheless coincide with
what the manuals indicate is an appropriate way of answering
p 181888

leone also employs an overabundance of theoretical jargon which
often muddles his insights mormon ideas cannot be arranged to
create a negative commentary on the events which they classify
through overlap on the one hand and isolation on the other the
relation between the pieces of the system have been disintegrated
the internal logic that the system once had has been functionally
destroyed thus like the past it has ceased to exist p 192

leones analysis of mormonismsMormonisms transformation is more central
to his study and his criticism of the hierarchical authoritarian and
fundamentalist approach to mormonism is well taken there isis
I1 I1 conceptual looseness in mormon theology and ethical looseness
in mormon behavior both having contributed significantly to mor
monismsmonisms dynamics but to classify mormon theology and history as
essentially do it yourself is to ignore a great deal of cultural identi-
ty and meaning which lie beyond the control of the individual mor-
mon leone shows how the boundaries of orthodoxy as defined by
ecclesiastical courts and temple recommend interviews have changed
throughout mormon history but he does not show that these and
other institutional boundary markers are weaker than they were in
premodernpre modern mormonism one could make the point that these sanc-
tions are actually more significant in the lives of contemporary mor
mons than ever before A modern religion in robert bellahsbellaisBellahs
terms and an invisible religion in thomas luckmansluckmannLuckmans is one in
which the standards of faithfulness have become individualized and
subjective mormonism is far from this stage in its growth

A final concern addresses leone s fundamental theoretical
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framework an ecological analysis considers culture to be a
mechanism for its members to ensure their survival through successful
adaptation to a material and temporal setting leone states the
fact that they planned and that the planning netted them survival is
the sum of the mormonscormonsMormons history p 72 although survival is a
need for all cultures a serious question is raised for those who view
mormonism primarily as a survival technique why did the mormonscormons
maintain their peculiar institutions to the point of negating their
basic survival quest only to generate an adaptive mechanism less effi-
cient than that of its mother country and accept so enthusiastically the
permanent status of a subordinate religious minority in america to
answer this question leone must attribute irrationality to mormon
behavior nonsense to its ritual and deception to its ideology the
limitations of leones theoretical framework seriously distort his
perspective of mormonism neither mormonism nor any other
culture can be reducedtoreducedto a struggle for material existence

boorsroofsroots ofmodernof modern mormonism contains useful and provocative in-
sights but I1 cannot recommend it as the landmark study it was ex-
pected to be
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